Lectures (1 hour)

Kevin Kosbab

All feature as many of my quilts as travel will allow.

pattern designer, author,
teacher, and editor

= lecture also includes digital slides. Lecturer can
provide computer and projector; guild provides screen.


Teaching Catalog

Appliqué Isn’t a Four-Letter Word

Appliqué has unjustly earned a reputation as “the ‘A’
word,” but there’s lots to love about appliqué, and it
really isn’t scary! This trunk show takes the intimidation
out of appliqué and shows the wonderful possibilities it
adds to quiltmaking. You’ll find an appliqué method to
suit your own quilting personality, along with tips for
avoiding some of the pitfalls that give appliqué such a
bad name.

Fabric Outside the Lines
Kevin Kosbab brings his love of bright colors, bold
graphics, and mid-century modern design to quilting
and sewing projects for publications such as American
Patchwork & Quilting, Quilter’s World, Stitch, Modern
Patchwork, and Australian Quilters Companion, as well
as his own line of Feed Dog Designs patterns.
When teaching, he focuses on
making intermediate and advanced
techniques accessible to build
students’ skills and creative options.
This is also the approach he takes to
hand and machine appliqué in his
book The Quilter’s Appliqué Workshop
and his Craftsy class, Start Appliqué
(feeddog. net/go/craftsy). Kevin was also a
Contributing Editor at Stitch magazine and technical
editor for several sewing and quilting publications.
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Designer lines of fabric make it easy to match fabric,
but sticking within a collection makes for “matchymatchy” quilts. Breathe new life into your quilts by
looking at fabrics in new ways: not just as a fill-in-theblanks paint palette, but as inspiring collage elements.
I’ll show you how to put the fabric collector inside us all
to good use to build your own custom “collections” of
fabric. 

Mid-Century Modern Quilts

The 1 950s–1 970s produced some fabulous design
that still remains current today, but did mid-century
modern styles influence quilting? While pointing out
period quilt artists who did work in a MCM style, the
lecture addresses why there weren’t more of them and
how I look to other areas of mid-century design to
bring the flavor of this exciting period to my quilts. 

My Quilting Story

With a trunk show of my quilts, this lecture covers how
the last ten years have taken me from no sewing
background to becoming a full-time quilting designer,
teacher, and author. I’ll share insights into publishing,
my interests in appliqué and mid-century modern
design, and some of the directions my work is taking
now and in the future.
I

Fees

Please contact me for current fees. Expenses to be
covered by sponsor include transportation, meals,
hotel lodging, and shipping costs for samples.

Classes

m = class requires sewing machines

Twist & Slice Quilt m

Bird Crossing Quilt m

Alphablocks Quilt m

Modern Broderie Perse m

made
for jelly
rolls

Atomic Quilting m
learn a
trick for
Y-seams

Slash/Backslash
Quilt m

Modern Machine
Trapunto Pillow m

This versatile block, designed for jelly rolls, can have
several different looks depending on fabric placement.

Woven-Picot Fish Scales

Learn a fun hand-embroidery stitch to embellish wool
appliqué while exploring a wide range of threads.

Bias Breeze Blocks m

For details on
these and other
classes, visit:

feeddog.net/go/classes

kits
available

